
DAKINI III March, 1977

Quite a lot has hapoened since the last DIVINI, prob.ably
the most important thing was thP womensl retrcat at Christmas
at Arl,atara. You will probably have read Do's account of it in
the latest Newsletter. It was the first time there has been 5
women Order members on awomens retr at, and the first week
especially came to c,ether in an incr)dibly positive and intensive
wa;,-. Out of tho over-ll f,eling of the retreat cane the
inspiritation for Malin!, Srimala, tnric Leigh and Teresa Pisher
toform a conkJunity, and set up a wemens reti-eat centre in
Norfolk. Things are also moving as far as the Wanstead situation
is concerned and thc, tune the next Dakini comes out, many
of us will be in new aid fresh situr-tions creeting somethingwhich will eventually be of positive benefit to everyone.

Dhamiladinna

Individuality end the Hi bher Evolution of Women Dhammadinna

Basically, within the overall context of the Priends, we are
trying to do one thing, and one thing only. quite often this
simple fact gets submerged underneath a sea of distractions,
wrong views, rationalisations, subjective emotions, confusions,
delusions, busyness,work (even for the Movement s-metimes)
etc etc. So what is this one thing we are tr7ing,to do andwhich
is the reason and purpose for all our activities and p-ojects2
No marks for the right answer. It is to encourage the growthof the individual, both on her own, and in association with
oth ers. Of c)urse, we have heard it all before, but we
still take it for grantcd. We have to realise that it is not
at all. e,-,sy to be an individual in the snnse meant in the Friends.

It is probably the hardest and most diFficult thing anyone
can attempt. In a recent seminar discussion on this topic Bhaate

gave the impression that to maintain one's mindfulness or
self-awareness (which is essential for the develo)ment of true
individuality) is exceptionally difficult. All the time groupconsciousness and group values are pulling us back. We are,
emotionally, if not intellLctually,firmly embedded in the group.

An;one seriously involved in the Friends, willof course be maspiring individual and will understand only too well the
difficulties involved and the need to create the right sort of
environment for individuality to grow in. We should, therefore,
be quite clear about what we 1,ean b; the word individual, within
the context of the Spiritual Life and how it differs from a group.
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Also how individuality differs from individualism. Bhante
has given. three lectures which cover some of this ground a-Id
the topic cane up several times on the seminars in the summer.
Hopefully Bhante will write something specifically on this
topic soon.

Simply, al individual is someone self aware; aware of her
ownstates of mind, feelings and thoughts; aware of what she is
doing and why; aware of the extent of her own conditioning;
aware of her own basic motivation; of what is happening in
her relationships with other• people; and aware of her own
uniqueness. An individual is also independent, not in a
strained or forced way, not being blind to objectiveneeds
for assistance from those more 'evolved than her, but independent
nevertheless. An individual is _also integrated so that al
her energy is flowing in apositive and skilful direction.
It is only the individual who can commit herself. These are
the main qualities of individuality, but an individuais
also, open, warm, compassionate, receptive, sensitive,
energetic,. and creative. Another quality of individuality
is to have had some insight into the True nature of Reality,
some glimose of Perfect Vision. It is very difficult for us
to extricate ourselves from the stranglehold of the group,
from its warmth, shelter and security. On]aa insight or vision
can weaken, loosen and finally sever this hold on us.

So perhaps we canrealse that most of us have a very long way
to, go.. At the most we are aspiring individuals. need
the guidance and help of-true individuals to help us from
falling back into the group. Ultimately, of course, we take
our: guidance frotrk the Buddha himself, ra]d asp from hi.-s

disOples, from our own teacher, and from Order
Members also, who have at least reached a point in-their -own •
development where they are integrated enough to commit themselves.

.So everything we do witain the Friends is done to help us grow
towards individuality, and to be able to relate with other
individuals or aspiring individuals on a clean, clear, non-
neurotic basis, thus forming the Sangha.

So having -mit evertbing do within this context, I now wait
to talk about more specific things. Following on from what--
I have prevousia said, we can see that the setting up of any
centre, communit or project within the Friends is done to
provide a positive situation for individual growth. To set
up a communitya• which 7ou hope is going to be aiSpiritual Community
implies certain prereauisites. First of-all you need some
Order Members, people who have some idea whc't individuality is
about, who are in contact with the teachor and with other members
of the Sangha, an.d who can provide the situation 7ith impetus,
guidance and directon. What the Order is, what the• Sangha is
and what individuality is, are all things very difficult to
.communicate just through speech. Contact and example arc
much better ways. Nowidea ly to convey thc full flavour of
the Sangha (individuals relating as individuals) you need
at least five Order membes. One Order member can provide
energy, impetus and perspective, but is still 4sually seen
in terms of her personality; it's just old so add so doing
her thing, aid telling us what to do etc. Two Order 'ffembers
canseem like a couple even if of the sane sex. Three aid four
can begin to work, but with five, people begin to see and feel
the Order at work in a situ tion in both obvious and subtle
ways.



Perhaps we can see, if we are thinking in these terms, that in
the whole area of single7sex activities we have a slight problem
or difficulty. We have very few women Order Members, especially
working In the movement in classes, retreats and study groups.
(Why there are so few Upasikas could provide another article
which might not be unrelated to the difficulties of becoming an
individual). Until recently it has been very rare to get 5
Upasikas in one place at one time, let alone in a community or
on aretreat. Consequently women Friends and Mitras do not get
the best oppôrtunity to see md feel:the Order operating .anong
women. When it does happen that 5 Wemen Order Members are on
a retreat together, the results, compared to the results when
it hasnt ha,;pened are really marked end quite amazing:. (The
Christmas Womens retreet) I would alo like to add, at this

point,,that one of the_reaaons for having single sex activities
at all, ia because they encouragasindividuality. A lot of stuff
that goes on between the sexes is 3hante onci said !sub-



individual'. That is not to put it down. Love and sex andall
the reaL Of it are alright on their own level, though attachment,
especidly neurotic_attachment, and dependence are not. Bhante
has also said ito the extent that one is dominated by the sex
instinct one is not an individual'.1

So at t he present t:Lme, intensive contact between women Order members
and wemen Priends and Mitras is quite rare. Since the cLrowth,of
the Movement and the individuals'within itis based on personal
contact, we can see at least one of the reasons why the,growW
of women Mitras into Upasikas is rather a slow business.

Recently 6 Upasikas formed a Council of the F.V.B.O. basically
so that the Wanstead Community could be a Legally and financially
autonomous Centre, with our own Chnrity Registration hnd -Bank .
account. Since we have been meeting together for C)uncil pur)oses
and since the Christmas Retreat, we have realised how important
it is for us to just irlet, This is of c ourse going to be much more

posstble now that we are alleither living in London or Norfolk.
Contnct with other Order Oembers is thE most important event in
an Order members life, it is our foundation and our base, and
provides what we caa call 'horizontal' coralluniaation. So we see
our first priority as being providing the time and sttuations
where we can mèet as often as possible for days or weekends or
longer. Our second priority will be the setting up of the communities
in Norfolk and in Wanstead, so we can extend our experience to
others in a n intense (not heav;,) situetion. From here we WLil
move outwards rto provide retreats and study retreats md other

activities which seem right. So you see we start from the centre
and MOVE:Out.

One of the things we have discovered through experience in the Friends
over the past few years is that t:.ins work best (i.e. the level
of consciousness is higher) when there is a reasonable ratio of
Order members to Friends and Mitras. This is obvious when you
rellember that the Movement is founded on personnl contact. A one
to one ratio is obviously best, and a one to kur probably the limit.
to the communities will. probably be fairly small at lev'st to
begin with. Over the last few 7ears tiere have beenretreats and
study groups, but usually one or two Order .members have been spread
out rather thinly over a lot of people. Obviously benefits have
been gained, but I dont think that it is the best way to Work.

So in,the next few months we will be concentrating mainly on
meeting anOngst ourselves and then doing what is necessary to s et
up the communities. There may not, therefore, be many or any
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retreats or study groups for a few months. Also we will have

to plan retreats, at least, so that at least 4 Order members cai

come. If you are not directly involved in the com unitieS,

please be patient and try to see tha.t when the comminities

are sot up (one of which is going to be al actual retreat

centre) we will be able to so much more than we have beei able

to up to now. Any one not getting thatmuch contact, 9aa be

carrying on meditating, getting contact through a centre,

perhaps going on a solitary, and give whatever support,

whether emotional or financial (preferably both) to the

ventures in hand.

I feel sure that if we work in this way, slowly and intensively

from a centre or nucleus, we Till actually achieve more. If

there are going to be more end more women c,ming niong wanting

retreats and study groups and contact, then there will need tl

be more Upasikas. I thinkit might have been Rhante who said -

we should be trnining P4Tsicians not tr -Ting to treat al the

sick ourselves.

If the inspirdition grabs me ag-in around the time the next

DAMIIII is due out,'I would like to continue with something

else on the whole question of individuality nnd its development

and how it rielates to us.

F.W.B.M. (Wanstead) Dhammadinna

It looks as though we willbe getting at least one of the houses

fairly soon. We have been having meetings of those thinking

of living there and also discussions about rnising money.

This copy,of Dak ni cont-ins a tithe form, which I hope you will

read and_act on: Everyone going to li e in Wnnstead istr7ing

to get at 1 est S.,'50 together (some are also giving to Pundarika

as.well). ue will nsed quite a lot of money to decorate the plce

to agood stonaard, buy a rupa ctc. One person has volunteered

the money to buy a van, and someone else is getting tools

together. Please give what you can, however little (or however

large) either in thc form of a tithe or a lump sum.
•

Me
Dhamnsdinna

Just a few personal lines before I givc the rest of Dskini over

to the other contributors. In October of this year T al going

to India with a number of other yogis to do a months course

with Mr. Iyengar in Poona, either or before this we will spend

a month looking around. Conseouently I am worklng full time to

get the necessary £500 - ;0,600 together, which will probably .

take me up to 6 lionths. I've been supported for my expenses

by the FX.9.0. first as Secretary then as ititra Convenor (for

women) for 3 and a bit years at around 0,8-ZlO a week, so I

dont havd any little nest eggs tucked away: It does mean that

with working, teaching, study group, Order meetings, keeping up

my own individual meditation and yoga )ractice and doing things

for Wanstead I have very little time. If I owe you a letter,

I will gct around to it in time, If you want-to suer me., be

patient:- You may wonder why I .am taking off when I am or will

be in the middle os starting something new, aid when I should be

available. Some of you Know that my health is not very good.

In fact for the last three years it has been diabolical. After

doing a class with Iyengar in thc summer, feel he can sort MQ

out where W,stern 8.-nd Quack Dectors have failed. I feel very,
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hempered by my poor h-nith end the effect it has on m7 enere
level and feel it would be better to take the time to put it
right. Also I am very much looking forward to a completely
different scene and situation from Archway whe e I have lived
for 4i years. Thats it folks, lots of love to you ail everywhere,

and I an thinking about ,,,ou even if I havcfnt written or seen
you lately.

NON-HARMFULEATING Dawn Inkster

I don't understand Gotamils concern with the first precept - her
attitude seems quite obsessive to me. One has to eat to stay dive
Rad eat quite well in order to make pr)Gress on the Spiritual

Path. The Buddha discovered this, we are told, when he gave
up ascetism. My own apar, ech to a non-harmful diet involves
an increasing awareness of what I am eating, but it doesn't seem
to be accomplished lyy what I would term unhealthy oversensitivity.
To maintain onuself in a /vibrantly alive' condition surely
means to protect oneirifrom disease. Personally I would rather
kill a mosquito than sufter malaria, end similarly kill a rebid
animal rather thnn conti.act rabies. If I were quite happy to
support the local worms and slugs then I'd cultivate enough
apples end lettuces for all of us, but I suspect I'd wait to do
other things with my time.

One could argue that T'vc drawn my own lemotionel limit' because
of my livelihood - I'm a cook in 'Sunrise', the Brighton
Vegetarian RestauraTrit. But if I thought of carrots screaming
and so on, having to chop vegetables all day, I'd become very
depressed and probably wouldn't continue for very long. All
the food in the r,steurant is vegan, i.e. doesn't invnlve the use
of eggs ord airy produce. Throuv,h literatnre end personl contact
we are showing our customers that it is possible to obtain al
the necessary vitamins, rainerals end protein through eating the
following diet:-

50-60% grains (brown nice, millet, buckwheat, wheat, barley)
5-10% soups (including miso - a fermented soya bean paste)
20-30% vegetables
5-10% seaweed and beans (aduki, lentils, red beans, chick pees)
ard herb tens or grPin coffee.

a
Being around food conscious' people most of the day I am becoming
aware of the importance of the state of mind with which one eats.
There's a lot of mechanical, sentimental, intellectual eating
about, and the more obsessed with food one is, theworse one's eating

habits. Food and its care of preparatton does affect the mind,
but to have P beneficial effect it also has to be chewed well,
eaten in moderation end witN a sense of gratitude to our
environment.

N ew Zealand National Rptreat - lqy thoughts ahd reflections 

Eve Gill

We arrived in Waikanae in therain. There was a good atmosphere
in the van, as we were all aware of the gathering of the New
Zealand Sangha at the National New Year Retreat. Westopped at
a petrol station to get oil and petrol. It was a Good thing we
stopped because in the distance three figuras, packs on backs.
made their way towards us. It was VijRya, John ald John. We- wtro
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as pleased to See them, as they were to see us. A year had passed
and yet little had changed.

Our drive out to Ngatiawa Camp was cosy and comfortable. The rain
beat against the vants body and formed a glistening veil over the
countryside around. All this intensified the feeling of friendli-
ness. A definite feeling of Sangha was building up 'dad continued
to build up until our departing after the ten days. At one point n
numbers built up to forty but there was Tproximntely thirty-six
at the retreat full time.

The basic theme of the retreat was openess. Openess in every
sense - from the niggling thoughts thnt clutter the mind end makes
communicntion hard; to the releasing of emotions viaich have been
blocked up. All the vhile knowing that by releasing these and b7
being yourself,you will always be accepted.

Each of the ten days was balgaced between meditation - the inte-
gration of energies; study - intellectual clarity through rending
and group discussions; devotion - emotional involvement by means
of the Puja and chanting; aad communication - the interacting of
energy from one to another.

For a more intensive communication we did a scries of communication
exercises. This is ai exercise &Lich helps us get back into con-
tact with our emotions, usually more positive emotions and to
share with another being ourselves, fully and opnly. People sit
facing a partner. Here they look directly 'at one another. A bell
is rung. The silent sitting, looking....exploring...feeling and
communicating without a sound. Bell. A simple sentence is said
by one and the other acknowledges with a response - just a simple
yes. Bell. Now they change - one initiating the othcr responding.
5 ell. Again a simple sentence is said by one and the other
acknowledges and replies again using a simple sentence to do this.
The \lord matter is irrelevant. Are we flovdng? Am I truly aware
of your presence as a human bd ng? Am I letting you know that I
acknowledge you? These are the t—pes of questions vhich usually
go through my mind at the beginning but which are soon gone.

An incident vhich left en impression on my mind was one that began
as an experiment. Upasika Padmashri suggested doing a puja in
just women's voices. There and then we - a group of ten mmen -
practised chanting together. It took a while to tune in and get
used to our voices without the accompaniment of strong masculine
voices. That evening the puja was just in ix) ments voices except
for the chanting of the On Vajrasattva mantra at the beginning.
This gave us m added boost. We then sat for ten minutes. Erch
of the seven verses was led by a different woman. The chanting
we did was soft and delicate. Someone later commeated on how it
was soft like wind-chimes. A very encouraging compliment.

This was not only good for the women to build up confidence in
ourselves but it also brought out receptivity in the men. In the
discussion afterwards it was apparent that for most of us present,
it had been very moving. A few wished they could have joined in
and one or two reacted rather strongly. The puja was a very
positive step to take. It is invaluable to have a Sangha - a
spiritual community - based on a healthy individual level; to
practise the Dharma - the involvement of our growth nnd development
in our daily lives; and the Buddha - the ideal of human
Enlightenment, as our common goal.



If we base our individual commit ment on these "Three Jewels"
(Buddha, Dharma and Sangha), the role playing of man and women
need not be the most important game for us to play.

Therefore, if the communitli is a supportive one, vhich is conducive
to our development as individuals; it can help us free ourselves
from mast 'male' or tfe,rialel conditioning. This will enable us to
just be ourselves, in our own feminine or masculine way. This puja
we did opened my eyes to the meaning of being an individual as well
as adding something quite relevant to the retreat as a whole.

So far I've not mentioned the less structured side of the retreat.
By this I mean the times when one can stroll down to the stream aad
watch others skinny-dipping, building dams, and just splashing
and bathing in the icy stream water. Walking up through the bush
seeing still figures, in meditntion, beneath the shade of trees.
Peoples voices could be heard, expressing the joys and woes of life
to the chords of guitars. Yet all of us, in our own ways
continuing our meditntion and mindfulness.

A SONG OF MILAREPA Christine Seymour

In January I went on my first solitary retreat to a caravan in
Cornwall belonging to a ritra; Helen Johnson. I really enjoyed
myself and recommend it to anyone who has not yet been one one:
Quite often I muld find a reading for the puja I performed before
going to bed; something to keep my impetus going or something to
read just for the sheer bealfty of it. In the former category came
the'following song of ililarepa which he sang during his stay in the
tiger cave of Singa-dzong. As I remember it he was being glestioned
by some future disciples about his ability to stay alone in such a
frightening place and yet be happy. It seemed when I read it that
I was rejoicing in my own solitude. Now, reading it again in hectic
London I find to my surprise that it still inspires me still

seems appropriate - on reflection I guess it's because Intaerever you
are - you are essentially alone in your.spiritual life. Perhaps
other readers of Dakini will find it inspiring also.

"I bow at the feet of my father, the wish granting gem,
May he bless you, my children, with_an abundance of dLds.

I beg him to bring you to firm knowledge
In the divine fortress of your own body.

Frightened by fears, I built up a castle.
The voidness of absolute being, this was that castle,
And of its destruction I now have no fear.

Fearful of cold, I made up a ganient,
The producing of warmth within, this was that garment,
And from cold I now have no fear.

Fearful of poverty, I sought for some wealth,
The seven glorious and inexhaustible jewels, these were

that wealth,
And from poverty I now have no fear.

Fearful of hunger, I mught for some food,
Absorption in the Absolute, this was that food,
And from hunger I now have no fear.
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Fe&rful of thirst, I sought for a drink, •
The nectar of mindfulness, this was that drink,
And from thirst I now have no fear.

Fearful,of melancholy, I sought for a. friand,
The blissful void, this is my lasting friend,
And from melancholy I now have no fear.

Fearful of straying, I sought for a ww,
The practice of two-in-one, this was that way,
:And of straying I now have no fear.

So I, yogin, complete with all desirable wealth,
Am happy wherever I stay.

Happy is the state of one who lives in such a spot as this,
Without the presence of a single companion, and even in this

one is happy.
And now by the song of this rejoicing yogin,
May the sufferings of el 1 beings be removed."

THE NUN SO4.-A- Translated from the German b Jinamata

Once the Lord was dwelling in Savatthi. Then the nun Soma, after
she got dressed in the morning, went to Savatthi in alms gaest with
her begging bowl and robes. And after she had finished her alms
quest in Savatthi aid had had her meal, she went to a dense forest
to spend the day there. ifter she had gone deep into the forest,
she sat down under a tree in order to spend the dny there.

Then Mara; the evil one, went to the place, mhere the nun Soma
was sitting, intending to instil fear, terror and horror into her
and to disturb her deep meditation. lind after he had gone there,
he said to the venerable nun the following verses:

"This place which is very difficult to attain, Anich can only be
attained by the Holy ones, - it is impossible that a woman, whose
intelligence is only two fingers wide, can reach it."

Then the nun Soma thought to herself: "7ho is it, human or demon,
who is saying a verse here?" And the sun SarriT thought to herself:
"Surely, it is ggra, the evil one, mho is saying this verse, who
has come with the intention to instil fear, terror and horror in
me and to disturb my deep meditation."

As soon as the nun Soma- had recognised that it was KUra, the evil
one, she answered Nigra, the evil one, with the verses:
"What difference does it make, that one is a woman, - if the mind
is fully concentrated and insight had arisen in n human being, vho
has understood the perfect teaching? Well, if someone thouJit:
'I am a moman or n mall, or: am anything at all', - well, to
someone who thinks like that M7ra may td,k1"

Then MiTra, the evil one, realised that the nun Soma recognised
him, and unhappy and in a bad temper he disappeared.

Samyutta Nikaya I, 129


